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India adds 
100 Smart 
Cities 
LAVASA, India: When David Cooper and
his wife were looking for somewhere to
retire, they wanted a place by a river or a
lake, away from Mumbai’s congested
streets, worsening pollution and vanishing
green spaces. They did not have to go far:
they bought a two-bedroom flat in a com-
plex for senior citizens in Lavasa, a private
city that was being built in the hills a four-
hour drive away, and touted as India’s first
Smart City. But their retirement dream
quickly took a turn for the worse as
Lavasa’s developer, after battling for envi-
ronmental clearances and surviving a year-
long shutdown, ran out of cash.

“When we moved in, it was absolutely
pristine. The roads were like race tracks,
we could drink water out of the tap, there
were no power outages, and we felt
absolutely secure,” said Cooper in a cafe in
Lavasa. “Now, there is litter everywhere,
buildings are half done, roads are potholed,
and there are break-ins because few secu-
rity staff are left. Our dream has turned
into something else,” he said. With rapid
urbanization, governments across the
world are making cities “smarter” by using
data and digital technology in security,
healthcare, energy, mobility, water and
waste management for more efficiency,
sustainability and liveability.

Nowhere is this more urgently needed

than in India, which is forecast to overtake
China by 2022 as the world’s most popu-
lous country, according to United Nations
data. But Lavasa’s abandoned buildings
and cratered roads are a far cry from the
blueprints for a city modeled after the col-
orful Italian seaside town of Portofino, with
facilities for about 250,000 people to live,
learn, work and play in. In its decline,
Lavasa serves as a cautionary tale for
India’s $7.5 billion plan to turn 100 urban
centers into Smart Cities by 2020, with
high-speed internet and modern trans-
portation systems, analysts say.

The federal program does not address
structural issues such as poor design, and
ignores the needs of low-income and mar-
ginalized groups, according to planners
and rights groups. “Without fixed targets
and no clear-cut delivery or assessment
plan, there is a lot of confusion over what
makes a city ‘smart’,” said Saswat
Bandyopadhyay, a professor at CEPT
University in Ahmedabad, who teaches a
course on smart cities. “A city can install
1,000 CCTV cameras or 100 solar-pow-
ered street lights and call itself smart. But
that is not it,” he told the Thomson Reuters
Foundation.

Satellite cities
The UN forecasts the world’s urban

population to grow to 70 percent by 2050
from 55 percent now. India will add about
300 million people to its urban centers over
the next 20 years, and requires investment
of $1.2 trillion to handle this transformation,
according to consultancy McKinsey.
“Planned urbanization is required rather
than the ad-hoc, unplanned urbanization

that we have seen so far,” said Shirish
Sankhe, a McKinsey senior partner in India.

“The Smart Cities Mission is good and
necessary, but we need it in addition to
other efforts to improve urban centers.” As
areas are upgraded in each city, they cre-
ate “islands of excellence” that need to be
scaled up extensively so everyone can
benefit, he said. One solution is to build at
least 25 new satellite cities for up to 1 mil-
lion people each, near the country’s
biggest urban centres, Sankhe said. They
would benefit from proximity to the large
cities, as well as careful planning, he said.

But from ancient Constantinople to
Myanmar’s Naypyidaw, there are few
examples of successful purpose-built
cities. India’s western state of Gujarat
alone had planned 24 new smart cities

before the federal plan was launched in
2015. Few of these have materialized, how-
ever. Amaravati, India’s first greenfield cap-
ital in decades, has been hailed as a model
planned city.

But it is well behind schedule, and criti-
cized for ignoring protests of displaced
farmers, and the ecological impact of build-
ing on farmland close to the river. “Purpose-
built cities are often just glorified gated
communities. A city must grow organically,
with a mix of people and purposes,” said
Raj Cherubal, chief executive officer of
Chennai Smart City, which oversees the
upgrade of the southern city. “Smart Cities
are not just about technology; they’re about
a better quality of life. And a better quality
of life should not be for just a small section
of people,” he said. —Reuters

MUMBAI: This photo shows the Marine Drive seafront in Mumbai. —AFP

Electric Mercedes 
opens German 
assault on Tesla
STOCKHOLM: Mercedes-Benz is set to
unveil its much-anticipated electric SUV
today, marking the start of a German
onslaught against Tesla’s dominance of the
fast-growing market for premium battery cars.
Daimler-owned Mercedes, BMW and
Volkswagen’s Audi and Porsche divisions are
all gunning for the $52 billion Californian
upstart, with early publicity efforts emulating
its tech-industry halo.

The market for upscale electric cars is
Tesla’s to lose, with sales of its entry-level
Model 3 sedan expected to reach about
50,000 cars this year and almost double that
in 2019. The Mercedes EQC - whose launch
program in Stockholm features yoga in a
direct appeal to the Millennials who have
flocked to Tesla - is the first production model
under the carmaker’s electric EQ sub-brand. It
will be closely followed by similarly hyped
debuts for BMW and Audi.

“While Tesla currently has a strong hold on
the luxury electric market, I don’t think this will
be the case after the arrival of the German
premium offerings,” said Wajih Hossenally, an
automotive powertrain analyst with IHS
Markit. “Tesla has virtually zero competition -
but this will change from 2019 onwards.”

Rival forecaster LMC Automotive agrees,
predicting a steady decline in Tesla’s share of
an exploding electric-car market over the
next decade, from today’s 12.3 percent to 2.8
percent, even as its absolute sales continue
to rise. The Germans’ combined market share
will surpass Tesla’s to reach 11.8 percent in
2020 before increasing further to about 19
percent three years later, according to its
projections.

The new Mercedes, due to reach its first

customers next year, will be priced close to
the fuel-burning GLC to compete in the
same bracket as Tesla’s $49,000 Model 3,
helped by its hotter-selling SUV form. An
affordable Model Y SUV is slated to join
Tesla’s high-end Model X crossover and
Model S car, but not before 2020-21.

Tech buzz
The EQC softens its higher-riding pro-

portions with sporty curves and a distinc-
tive full-width rear light, while the interior
resembles that of the Mercedes C-Class - a
reminder of economies of scale that elec-
tric-only Tesla cannot match. Well aware
that their earlier battery-car offerings have
failed to get anything like Tesla’s level of
public attention, the German brands are
doggedly courting Silicon Valley-style buzz
for the coming product blitz.

Executives including Mercedes Chief
Executive Dieter Zetsche have taken to
appearing in jeans and sneakers, respond-
ing to a broader tech-industry incursion
into areas such as autonomous driving and
connected services. When it came to the
EQC launch, Mercedes picked the city of
Stockholm for its startup scene and green
credentials, then began firing off teasers on
Instagram as well as Twitter.

Like Tesla, Mercedes is announcing
EQC orders in Norway even before its
price. It has amassed more than 2,000
refundable deposits of 20,000 crowns
($2,400) in Europe’s biggest electric-car
market, where Tesla sold 8,500 vehicles
last year. The launch is the centerpiece of a
three-day event that features DJ sets and
yoga with a YouTube star - almost literally
bending over backwards to telegraph 21st-
century kudos.

Wow factor
Audi yesterday began production of its e-

Tron SUV ahead of a Sept. 17 sales launch
jamboree in San Francisco, just 40 miles from

Tesla’s Fremont assembly plant. It also plans
to begin taking reservations backed by
refundable $1,000 deposits. The e-Tron is
due in showrooms early next year, followed in
2020 by two more electric Audis and the
Porsche Taycan sports car from its
Volkswagen Group stablemate.

Not to be outdone, BMW has hired a
Lufthansa cargo jet to fly its electric Vision
iNext - still just a concept car - from Munich
to Beijing via New York and, of course, San
Francisco. Events are planned in all four cities
over five days. In another Tesla-inspired
move, the three German carmakers are devel-
oping their own network of fast-chargers
along major highways in a partnership with
Ford. While some experts doubt the Germans
can ever match the wow factor around Tesla
and its founding boss Elon Musk, many also
wonder whether they need to. “German man-
ufacturers have highly desirable, fun-to-drive
premium cars in their DNA,” said Nicolai

Mueller, a McKinsey partner based in
Cologne. “That’s a very good starting point.”
Tesla used its powerful tech aura to per-
suade early adopters to pay a premium for
an all-electric car from a relative unknown,
with no quality track-record or physical
dealerships for servicing and support. 

But the German carmakers have a century
of manufacturing behind them, with sterling
brands, well developed global sales networks
and an existing customer base in the millions.

BMW’s i3 mini and an earlier Audi e-Tron
failed to shift large volumes, but the electric-
car market has matured since. LMC sees
China driving global sales growth above 50
percent annually as the German offensive
gets underway in 2019-20. By then the
Model S flagship will be eight years old.
Musk, by tweeting then withdrawing plans to
take Tesla private, has sharpened doubts
about the company’s ability to keep expand-
ing and updating its lineup. —Reuters

SEOUL: This file photo shows a Tesla Model S electric car is seen at its dealership
in Seoul, South Korea. —Reuters

Smart devices:
A new tool for 
domestic abuse
LONDON: Domestic abusers are increasingly using inter-
net-connected smart devices to spy on their partners and
control them at home, women’s charities said on
Wednesday. Victim support charity Refuge said it had seen
nearly 1,000 cases of abuse in Britain this year involving
devices such as home hubs, smart TVs and fitness trackers.
“Frontline staff at Refuge have recorded an alarming trend
in the misuse of everyday technology by current or former
partners to control, isolate, humiliate and dominate their
victims,” chief executive Sandra Horley said in a statement.

“We have seen technological abuse in cases of domestic
violence, stalking, economic abuse, trafficking and modern
slavery, and rape and sexual assault.” Smart devices are
connected to the internet and can usually be operated
remotely by the account holder. They range from voice-
activated home hubs through to connected cars, heating
systems, fridges, door locks and CCTV.

Campaigners say many of these devices can be used to
record and transmit data without the person under surveil-
lance knowing. There are also concerns that abusers might
change home settings such as light levels or door locks to
confuse victims. “Abusers will use every means possible to
control and abuse their partner - even using smart home
devices to control, spy on and frighten the victim,” said
Katie Ghose, the chief executive of Women’s Aid, told the
Thomson Reuters Foundation.

“We know that this form of abuse is often taken less
seriously than abuse perpetrated in person, but it is com-
monly experienced as part of a wider pattern of domestic
abuse and coercive control and must be taken seriously.”
Britain introduced laws in 2015 making “coercive or con-
trolling behavior” a domestic violence offence carrying a
penalty of up to five years in jail. It was intended to close a
loophole in the law that had previously allowed abusive
partners to exert control with behavior that stopped short
of violence.

In May of this year, a man was convicted of stalking his
estranged wife after using an iPad installed as part of a
smart home system to listen in to his ex-partner’s conversa-
tions, according to a report in The Times newspaper. Other
women feared they were going “crazy” after a range of
unexplained events at home - a digital lock that repeatedly
changed its code, speakers that suddenly turned on - only
to realize their partners had manipulated them remotely,
according to the New York Times. —Reuters

PARIS: Texting under the table should be a thing of the past
when French children return to class yesterday following a
nationwide ban on mobile phones in schools. The ban, a
campaign pledge of President Emmanuel Macron’s, was
brought in under a law passed in July which also banishes
tablets and smart watches from French primary and junior
high schools. High schools, taking students aged 15 to 18,
will also be allowed to initiate partial or total bans as they
reopen after the summer break, though they will not be
obligatory. Proponents say
the law, which has prompted
vigorous debate, will reduce
distraction in the classroom,
combat bullying and encour-
age children to be more
active during recess. Nearly
90 percent of French adoles-
cents aged between 12 and
17 have a mobile phone, and
supporters hope the ban will
help limit the spread of vio-
lent and pornographic con-
tent among children. 

PR stunt
Education Minister Jean-Michel Blanquer has hailed the

legislation as “a law for the 21st century” that would improve
discipline among France’s 12 million schoolchildren. “Being
open to technologies of the future doesn’t mean we have to
accept all their uses,” he said in June when the bill was going
through parliament.

But critics have dismissed the ban as a public relations
exercise and predicted it will be difficult to apply. The govern-
ment has left schools to decide how to implement the new
rules, recommending that they store students’ phones in lock-
ers during the day-but some schools don’t have them.
Research shows that in French schools that had already
declared their own ban, many pupils admitted to breaking the
rules and using their phones anyway.

Schools all over the world have struggled to adapt to the
rise of pocket-sized devices as
parents grow increasingly anx-
ious about the amount of time
their children spend glued to
the screen. In 2015 New York
Mayor Bill de Blasio lifted a ban
on phones in his city’s schools
on security grounds, saying
parents should be allowed to
stay in touch with their children.
Macron, a 40-year-old centrist,
pledged widespread reforms
when he was elected and edu-
cation has been no exception. 

Along with the mobile phone ban, he has halved class sizes
in high-priority areas to 12 in a bid to narrow the massive gap in
attainment between children from poor and wealthy families.
The scheme, which covered children aged six to seven this year,
will be expanded in this new school year to cover those aged
seven to eight. At the other end of the age spectrum, a shake-up
of the higher education system making university access more
selective prompted a wave of student sit-ins this year. —AFP

Macron bans tablets, smart watches from French schools

Back to school for French 
kids, without their phones

PARIS: French President Emmanuel Macron uses food for lunch at the canteen of a secondary school in
Laval, western France, at the start of the school year in France. —AFP

A law for the 
21st century

Build-your-own 
broadband brings 
communities together
LONDON: Before Chris Conder’s village in northern
England built its own broadband network, Internet
speeds were so bad that children who went away to
study would refuse to come home for the holidays.
Farmers had to travel to the nearest public library to
apply for the agricultural subsidies they were entitled
to, or to submit mandatory reports on their livestock
to the government. Now it has some of the best
broadband speeds in Britain after villagers took mat-
ters into their own hands - part of a growing trend for
community-owned networks run independently of the
main providers.

“We can do without water and electricity and gas,
which a lot of us do ... You can be self-sufficient in the
countryside, but you cannot generate broadband,”
Conder said. “It’s the one utility you can’t make your-
self. We have found a way of joining our villages to
the world.” Conder now works with Broadband for
the Rural North (B4RN), which has the legal status of
a social enterprise, meaning it is run for the benefit of
the community.—Reuters


